
Family Art Club
Pressed Flowers Treasure 
box and stickers
by artist Renata Minoldo



Gather flowers from 
your local green 
spaces, dry them in the 
microwave, decorate a 
box and make stickers!



Suggested
materials:

Fresh flowers and leaves
two tiles or heavy kitchen bowls 
that can be used in the microwave
tissue paper
silk paper
a tablecloth
a small box to decorate
clear self adhesive  film or tape
scissors

Make sure you have the help of an adult while taking part.



1. Go on an explorative walk and collect flowers, leaves and petals from 
your local green spaces or your garden

2. At home and with the help of an adult place the flowers on a tile 
covered by tissue paper, then add more tissue paper on top and cover 
with another tile, heavy flat dish or ceramic bowl,  flattening your flowers

3. Microwave at medium power for 2 minutes and 30 seconds 
approximately

4. Ask a grown up help to the flowers out of the microwave using a 
tablecloth and cautiously remove the tile on top and then the tissue paper 
on top to see the flowers (it is going to be hot and perhaps a bit steamy, so 
tell the person who will help you to be careful)

5. There you go - some instant pressed flowers ready to be used 
whenever you fancy! They are quite fragile, so you might want to keep 
them in a box between some silk paper.



What to do 
with your 
pressed 
flowers?

You can also decorate the box 
with some flowers using self 
adhesive film, or clear tape on 
top.

Make stickers to use later on 
by carefully placing a flower 
in the centre of some clear 
film or tape, making sure 
you’re allowing enough space 
around for it to stick later!











We would love to see and share what
you have created.

Please share your work on Facebook,
Twitter, or Instagram using the hashtag
#Camdenfamilyartclub and tag
@camdenartcentre.


